BOOK REVIEW

How would you describe the plot? (Without giving away the ending!)

Minnows mother mercy got kidnapped and she must travel on boat to solve mysterious cases in order to save her mother. A big part of the story is learning how to be happy with who you are.

Overall, this book was...

Okay but it has higher reading skills for higher pupils so I didn't understand and until the end.

What did you enjoy most about this book?
What didn't you enjoy?

I enjoyed the plot of her mother killing the two men. But I didn't enjoy it because of the reading advanced vocabulary.

Would you recommend this book to someone else?
If so, what would you tell them?
If not, why not?

I would recommend this to a older reading age for older higher students. But I wouldn't recommend it to a lower reading age student because the words and sentences they probably wouldn't understand.